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How the war already changed the
meaning of one artist’s childhood
— and her painting

Culture

By Stav Ziv

 

The first thing Zoya Cherkassky-Nnadi drew after Russia’s recent invasion of Ukraine was a
little girl in pigtails looking through a window. When you look at it, pops of red catch your
eye: The girl’s black-and-red checkered skirt. The bright red jacket of a man in the street,
his arms outstretched in the face of a menacing black tank. Smudges of yellow and mostly
red fire spilling out of the building across the street, bathing the scene in an eerie pink
glow. Next to the artist’s signature is a tiny Ukrainian flag.

Some elements of this scene might feel familiar to fans and followers of the Kyiv-born,
Israel-based artist. In “Mama” (2016), a little girl also looks through a window, waiting for
her mother to come home at the end of the day. But in that instance, the reds and pinks
paint a cozier picture: Red polka dots on the girl’s white shirt. A vase of flowers perched on
the TV. And more florals — red in the rug and pink on the wallpaper. Outside is calm, tinted
a frosty blue, snow falling as a lone figure in black raises an arm in a friendly wave.

When she saw the first photos of bombings and Russian tanks entering Ukraine, “I was
really feeling like they’re coming into my childhood landscapes and ruining them,” said
Cherkassky-Nnadi, who grew up in Kyiv before immigrating to Israel at age 14 in 1991, right
before the collapse of the Soviet Union. “These landscapes, they belong to peaceful times,”
she said. “All these neighborhoods, they don’t belong to war stories.”

‘The Country I Grew Up in Doesn’t Exist Anymore’

For years, Cherkassky-Nnadi has documented scenes plucked from her memories of Kyiv
as part of her “Soviet Childhood” project. She began working on it when she was pregnant
with her daughter — who’s now six. She thought about her daughter’s future childhood and
recalled her own in the bygone Soviet era. “This country that I grew up in doesn’t exist
anymore,” said Cherkassky-Nnadi, speaking to me on Zoom from her studio in Israel.
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She started with a few drawings, and those stirred her memory. Visuals flashed in her mind
— like getting ready for school on a cold, dark morning that still feels like night, or a
grandmother coming home laden with bags as the children rush over to see what she
brought them. “It became a very big project because these memories, they just come and
come. They are still coming.”

Cherkassky-Nnadi’s 2019 “Soviet Childhood” exhibition with the Fort Gansevoort New York
gallery marked her U.S. solo debut. New York Times critic Roberta Smith lauded the show
as a “knockout,” deeming it “merely the tip of a very engaging iceberg.”

“Her wise, appealing works are alive with color, detail and, often, humor,” Smith wrote.
“But they are also psychologically subtle and socially astute.” Adam Shopkorn, co-founder
of Fort Gansevoort, remembers visitors who’d grown up in the Soviet Union basically
showing him and his colleagues around — giving tours in reverse — “so they could explain
what their childhood was like and what we were looking at,” he said. “It really struck a
chord.”

It was this project and another — “Pravda,” which plumbed the experiences of Soviet
immigrants to Israel and was shown at the Israel Museum in 2018 — that spurred
Cherkassky-Nnadi to begin traveling regularly to Kyiv again. When she’d first arrived in
Israel as a teenager, there was no internet and calling was too expensive, so she and her
friends wrote letters to each other to stay connected. She spent a month back in Kyiv after
graduating from high school in 1996, but she didn’t go back until 18 years later when her
art pushed her to return again and again.

“I needed the landscapes, because I’ve noticed that every time I tried to depict Kyiv, it
comes out Berlin, because I was living in Berlin, and it’s similar in a way, but it’s not the
same,” said Cherkassky-Nnadi, who lived in Germany from 2005 to 2009. “I go there to
hunt for my childhood landscapes, always collecting.”

Most recently, she traveled to Kyiv this past fall with her daughter and the filmmaker Anat
Schwartz, who was working on a 30-minute documentary about the artist as part of her
“Muses” series.

“Usually, I just see what I see,” Cherkassky-Nnadi said. But filmmaker in tow, they made an
effort to go into her old school, for example, where a couple of the classrooms looked
exactly as she remembered them. “It was like, you open the door and there’s a time
machine,” she said. “I experienced it several times during this trip, and I think this was the
deepest travel into the time that I had in Kyiv. And it was so symbolic that it happened just 
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four months before the war.”

‘When They Started Bombing, There Was No Place Left For Fantasy’

If you’d asked her before Feb. 24, Cherkassky-Nnadi would’ve told you a war like this
wouldn’t happen.

“I told everybody I don’t believe that Russian tanks will actually enter Kyiv,” she said. “But
when they started bombing Kyiv, there was no place left for fantasy.” Russia had invaded
the city of her childhood and she recognized the streets and neighborhoods they were
attacking. “Every day I’m looking, I think, what will be left from these places?”

Her primary focus in the early days was helping her family get out. When the bombing
started, her sister and her sister’s daughters and two small grandchildren left Kyiv for a
nearby village. “They thought they will wait a little bit and then it will finish and then they
will come back,” Cherkassky-Nnadi said, until they realized “it’s not going to finish and it
was getting more and more scary.” That’s when they decided to see if they could make
their way to Israel.

In the days that followed, Cherkassky-Nnadi was constantly on the phone as she tried, like
so many other Soviet immigrants around her, to stage what she called a mivtzah hilutz, a
rescue operation, from afar. There were “no flights and no road — like the road has been
bombed and you don’t know which road is open,” she said. After a “nightmarish week of
their escape,” as Cherkassky-Nnadi described it in one of the many Facebook and
Instagram updates she’s posted in response to the war, they finally landed at Ben Gurion
Airport March 4. And for the first time since the ordeal began, she felt like she could
breathe.

In a comment on one of her posts a few days later, someone asked where she was located.
“My body is in Israel, but I’m in Ukraine,” she replied.

“I was so much inside of it that even when I went out on the street, I was thinking, like, ‘Is it
safe to go on the street now?’” she told me. “And then I thought, like, ‘I’m in Israel, nothing
is going on on the street now.’”

That Was Then, This Is Now

The war was only a few days old when Cherkassky-Nnadi posted her rendering of the little
girl at the window. She offered to sell it in exchange for a donation to Ukraine (It went for 
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about $1,200, she said, and the buyer chose to support the Ukrainian army).

Over the last several weeks, she’s continued to draw and paint. “This is just what I always
do, you know, in difficult times, in easy times, in whatever times, this is what I do,” she
said. “Some of the news that I was receiving triggered my memory,” she said, adding that
those memories evoked drawings she’d made before. She kept thinking about how “the
war has changed this subject and has changed this landscape.”

So she started pairing existing drawings from her “Soviet Childhood” project with new
ones, depicting striking contrasts of before and after:

Before, a woman stands with her son on the balcony on a pleasant day, gazing out at a
street lined with golden trees under a pale blue sky and tufts of sun-kissed clouds. After,
the mother and son clutch each other, watching from the same spot as tanks roll down the
thoroughfare and everything around them burns black and red.

Before, people form a neat line as they wait for bread, bundled up against the cold. After,
Russian forces have fired on these civilians — as they did in Chernihiv — leaving behind a
pile of bodies leaking blood onto the snow.

Before, a teenaged son decked out in punk collar, belt and gloves, laces up his boots
alongside his KISS and AC/DC posters as his parents sit on a couch on the other side of a
room divider in their small apartment. After, that son dons an army green jacket and
helmet, rifle slung over his shoulder, as his mother hugs him and his father clutches his
hair.

An Act of Solidarity With Ukrainians

As various pockets of the art world have organized exhibitions and fundraisers,
Cherkassky-Nnadi has been quick to support them. She participated, for example, in
Withdraw the War, an exhibit and art sale that ran in Tel Aviv in early March and continued
online. For this event, Cherkassky-Nnadi donated the existing painting “David’s eye,”
depicting a scene from her old art school in Ukraine. She’d heard from ex-classmates that
the neighborhood, and perhaps the school itself, had been bombed. It sold for 5,500 NIS
(about $1,700) to a man whose grandmother was born in Mariupol.

“Some of the visitors came to the exhibition just to see her work,” Mariia Malakh, one of
the Withdraw the War organizers, said in an Instagram message. “Some of them asked
straight at the entrance where can they see Zoya’s painting?” Including Cherkassky-Nnadi, 
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who Malakh emphasized is one of the most famous Ukrainian-born artists in Israel, was
important to the organizers, “as her voice and support will give more attention to war in
Ukraine.” And ultimately, the event “wasn’t just about selling art — it was an act of
solidarity with Ukrainians.”

Cherkassky-Nnadi is also partnering with Fort Gansevoort to sell 100 prints of her drawing
of the woman and child standing on the balcony watching the tanks roll by, with half the
proceeds going to the Ukrainian Red Cross via the International Committee of the Red
Cross. Barely a week after the announcement, Shopkorn said, about a quarter of the prints
had already sold at $1,000 a piece.

The artist donated another existing painting, of a Georgian children’s band in the 1970s, to
Art Aid Israel Ukraine, a sale that’s intended to support residencies for Ukrainian artists in
Israel. “When we talked to her about it, she stressed that at the moment the most
important thing for her is to participate in any exhibition that will make a contribution to
Ukraine,” Svetlana Reingold, one of the curators, said in an email in Hebrew.

“With each additional moment of this terrible war, more and more pieces of life she knew
are collapsing before her eyes,” Reingold added. And as Cherkassky-Nnadi creates these
diptychs of before and after, “her paintings become testimonies of the atrocities taking
place at this time in her homeland.”

‘I Don’t Know How Big It Will Get’

It was a Sunday afternoon one month into the war when Cherkassky-Nnadi and I spoke on
Zoom, and she was drawing even as we spoke. I could hear pencil scratching paper and
noticed her eyes fluttering up and down. When I asked her about it, she held up the work-
in-progress for me to see.

It was still outlines, mostly, but I could begin to make out the crowded train she described.
The before that had flashed in her memory was her 2015 drawing “To the South” — a
vibrant snapshot depicting a group of women and children on a train, munching on a meal
as they head south for vacation. The after is a bleaker scene in a similar train car, inspired
by a cousin’s recent journey as she fled to western Ukraine in a train packed to the brim.

Cherkassky-Nnadi said she didn’t have any concrete plans for the series quite yet. “I don’t
know how big it will get,” she said. “I hope not very big.”
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Let the world’s greatest expert on
haggadot help you choose your
haggadah this year

Culture

By Jay Michaelson

 

For 14 years now, I’ve reviewed haggadahs for this publication. Often, I find they illuminate
developments in the Jewish world, such as growing independence, creativity,
fragmentation, and reassessment of ritual and liturgical forms. This year’s crop, though,
showed me something about myself.

Probably the most significant Haggadah published this year is Marcia Falk’s “Night of
Beginnings.“ Falk, the well-known liturgist and poet, has taken a radical approach to the
Haggadah, jettisoning the Talmudic material – which, she notes, doesn’t actually tell the
Passover story, even though “haggadah” means “telling.” Instead, the heart of “Night of
Beginnings” is Falk’s own adaptation of the biblical narrative, with commentaries and
poetry. As such, it is a radical departure from the traditional Seder text, though arguably
an improvement on it.

“Night of Beginnings” is thus a substantial work, worthy of close attention. I’m not sure
how practical it is: it’s very wordy, and often reads more like a series of (lovely) poetic
reflections on Passover than liturgy meant to be actually used. Perhaps the best way to
utilize it would be for one person at the Seder to select a few passages beforehand that
can then be shared and discussed at the table. Though the Haggadah as a whole may be
too sophisticated and different for most people, Falk’s poems, interpretations and
selections of additional material can enrich your Seder tremendously.

That said, my favorite of the new batch is actually Zion Ozeri’s “Pictures Tell,” which
juxtaposes the traditional Seder liturgy with artful black-and-white photography and short
questions for reflection. What do I love about “Pictures Tell?” I can see my family using it.
Gone, for me, are the days of long Seders spent in textual, even mystical, speculation and
elaboration – i.e., the days in which “Night of Beginnings” would be perfect. And definitely
gone are the days (or weeks) of neurotic scouring for leaven. But I haven’t lapsed into 
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Maxwell-House tedium either.

“Pictures Tell” has just the right amount of easy-to-access imagery, smart questions and
shortened text. It’s creative but not indulgent. It’s geared toward an actual Seder. And for
those of us a little tired of the usual Passover themes, the questions are based on the
photographs; the text is actually a bit secondary. The Haggadah isn’t perfect for me – it
lacks transliterations, which are a must-have in our household. But I find its inversion of
the text/image hierarchy to be refreshing.

Another wonderfully visual Haggadah, the annual, all-Hebrew, Israeli-artists-created
“Asufa Haggadah” is once again drop-dead gorgeous. Truly outstanding graphic art, much
of it comics-like and phantasmagorical, in a coffee-table volume. It’s not for beginners, but
it is a work of art that revivifies even this jaded Haggadah-reviewer. Downside: it’s almost
totally sold out in America. Come on, Print-O-Craft, craft some more!

Even more visually oriented, and politically radical, is “Moses of the City,” a collaboration
between the always-innovative Lab/Shul and artist Luis Roberto Burgos (aka
Louisfromtheblock). This haggadah is so 2022, it almost hurts; I love imagining some white
conservative’s tears, like salt water dripping from parsley, as he contemplates its land
acknowledgement, its dedication to Ahmaud Arbery, and its diverse “Cast” (egads,
they/them pronouns!) who translate the Passover story into contemporary anti-racist,
queer and feminist activism. Indeed, this is the woke Haggadah – so deal with it. (Example:
“The Wicked One Asks: “How can I be problematic? I’m Liberal.” The child is wicked
because they do not acknowledge that all white people are inherently racist by being
raised in a culture of white supremacy.” Take that, Ron De Santis!)

I think, given our polarized era, you already know whether you’re going to love or hate
“Moses of the City,” so contact Lab/Shul for a copy if it’s the former.

It’s interesting to juxtapose “Moses of the City” with 1971’s The Israeli Black Panthers
Haggadah, published in a definitive edition this year by Jewish Currents Press. Both are
focused on anti-racist activism, both have lots of photos of young people angrily
challenging systems of oppression, and both speak to the resonance of the Haggadah as a
focal point for contemporary movements for freedom and justice. Of course, the contexts
are different: Israel’s Black Panthers were Mizrahi and Sephardic Israelis, mostly first or
second generation, who rebelled against discrimination and racism on the part of
Ashkenazi elites.

In 1971, the nascent, youth-led, movement put out a short Haggadah, not as liturgy but as 
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a kind of manifesto. “If they had given us work but not built housing projects,” reads its
version of Dayenu, that would be enough. “If they had paved roads but not built city
parks… If we had been screwed over but not been oppressed… Dayenu.” But of course,
Israel’s often racist, Ashkenazi-dominated government did none of those things. “The
Black Panther Haggadah” is fascinating as a snapshot of fierce, creative leftist activism in
1970s Israel, before the nationalist Likud co-opted Sephardi/Mizrachi resentment for its
own hard-right ends.

Speaking of hard-right ends and reactionary politics, popular provocateur Dennis Prager
has created this year, a volume unintentionally ironically called the “Rational Haggadah.”
What’s fascinating about Prager’s document is that it is the antithesis of rationality. For
example, he declares (with great certainty) that the afterlife must exist because otherwise
Prager would give up on God. (Quoting: “If there is nothing after this life, the Nazis and
their victims have identical fates. If I believed such a thing, I would either become an
atheist or hate the god who had created such a cruel and absurd universe.”) If that’s not
irrationality – I can’t handle a world in which X is true, therefore X must be false – I don’t
know what is.

Likewise, Prager laughably but apparently seriously declares that, “Without God as the
source of an objective morality and as the moral judge of every human, the world would
devolve into moral chaos.” Setting aside the obvious counterfactuals here, from evil
committed by religionists to lower crime rates in atheist-heavy states and nations, not to
mention Kantian moral philosophy, once again, the core principle is that X must exist
because I/we need X to exist. But that is not how things actually are, certainly not from a
“rational” point of view. It is not rationalism; it is fundamentalist dogmatism, which Prager
has weaponized against people like me for decades now, to great personal enrichment.

Such idiotic, arrogant pronouncements appear on almost every page of the “Rational
Haggadah,” so I could go on and on, but those two are representative enough. Basically, I
agree with my fellow Haggadah-reviewer, David A.M. Wilensky: it is “detestable.” I’m just
glad I got to juxtapose Prager — who regards me as a “Jewish Leftist fanatic,” so the
loathing is mutual, though he’s a lot better at monetization than I am — with the Black
Panthers and Anti-Racism. I have Marx and Adam Smith next to each other on my
bookshelf, too.

Another good entry is Rabbi Shais Taub’s “The Four Cups: A Recovery Haggadah.”
Passover can be a fraught time for folks in recovery, who may watch family members
imbibe four cups of wine (or may just stay away) during the Seder ritual. For them and their
families, “The Four Cups” may be a valuable addition to the table, not only for 
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destigmatizing the grape-juice drinkers among us, but for drawing on the profound
spiritual path of recovery for lessons that can enrich everyone’s feast of freedom.

On a lighter note, there are a bunch of new comedic, parodic Haggadahs out this year as
well. Dave Cowen’s “Curb Your Haggadah” is a natural follow-up to his “Yada Yada
Haggadah,” now with a ready-for-your-Seder screenplay of a Larry David Seder. My advice:
don’t read it in advance, assign the parts and just see what happens. Spoiler alert: there’s
some actual spiritual sustenance at this Seder and, full humblebrag disclosure, I advised
Dave on putting it together. Finally! After 15 years of critic, I make it into the
Acknowledgements myself! Ha!

Moving on, then, to Danielle Brody’s “Don’t Fuhaggadaboudit” (which I had to type letter by
letter), which, in her words, “mixes childlike simplicity with a New York millennial’s sense of
humor.” Lucky for Brody, the B.A.2 subvariant has arisen just in time for Passover, since
much of “DF” is grounded in the pandemic. (Example from The Four Questions: “In all other
years, I feel all the emotions. Why this year do I feel mostly bitter? In all other years, I don’t
monitor the dip in numbers of a virus. Why won’t COVID-19 go away? In all other years, I sit
inside restaurants. Why this year do I eat outside in wooden structures and igloos?” et
cetera.) It’s also mercifully short, cute and DIY. And who knew that people are putting
acorns on the Seder plates as a form of land acknowledgment? Now you do.

And lo, then there is Martin Bodek’s “Shakespeare Haggadah,” which is just what it sounds
like. Example: “This is the bitter bread of banishment [“Richard II”] that our ancestors
consumed in the land of Egypt. Anyone who is filthy famished [“Henry VI, Part II”] should
cometh and consumeth, anyone who is in need should cometh and by and by thy bosom
shall partake [“Julius Caesar”].” It’s an impressive effort, but in the revised version, Martin,
could you include a way to bid farewell to those over-lingering Seder guests, such as
“Away, you starvelling, you elf-skin, you dried neat’s-tongue, bull’s-pizzle, you stock-fish?”
Thanks.

Finally, it’s worth mentioning two non-haggadahs that came out this year – as well as, of
course, haggadot.com, where you can download amazing haggadahs for free and create
your own from a ton of curated sources.

One, “Pathways to Pesach and the Haggadah,” is a 601-page tome by my old friend Rabbi
DovBer Pinson, which is itself the first of two volumes, the second of which, we are told,
will be an actual Haggadah. I confess, I did not read every page, but as usually with Rav
Pinson, “Pathways” is loaded with mystical insights, primarily in the lineage of Chabad-
Lubavitch Hasidism, focused on the concept of freedom and the symbolic meanings of the 
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Passover Seder and Seder Plate. And if you’re not impressed enough by a 601-page
“introduction” to Passover, don’t worry, Pinson has published 38 other books as well. By
the time you finish “Pathways to Pesach,” I’m sure he will have finished another.

Lastly, and jumping from Hasidism to Neo-Hasidism, Rabbi-spouses Arthur Ocean Waskow
and Phyllis Ocean Berman have created a kind of autofestschrift in (late) honor the 50th
anniversary of the Freedom Seder, which Waskow co-created in 1969. Entitled Liberating
Your Passover Seder: An Anthology Beyond the Freedom Seder,” it’s a wonderful collection
of 30 pieces – some new, some that have appeared over the years – by two dozen
contributors. Like much of Waskow and Berman’s work, it doesn’t rest on the nostalgic
laurels of hippie days gone by; rather, it updates that original revolutionary spirit by
exploring how the impetus to bring the Seder into contemporary freedom movements has
evolved over the decades. Thus, there are sections on queer Seders, Israel/Palestine
Seders, pandemic Seders and so on.

And, perhaps more than any of the Haggadahs in the 2022 crop, it unites spiritual and
mystical concerns with a focus on justice and healing in this world. The ‘spirituality/social
justice’ nexus is more familiar now than it was a few decades ago, but since it’s the nexus
at which I’ve lived most of my adult life, it’s truly refreshing to see it developed in such a
heartful, practical and elaborate way. For anyone seeking to make their Seder relevant to
the contemporary moment, these essays can offer guideposts on how to do so.

And truly, that should be everyone. Obviously, I have my politics and my spirituality, and
am no longer interested in closeting them in reviews like this one. But I find common
ground with those I disagree with in the effort to bring those two aspects of human
experience together and unite them with rituals like the Seder. For better or for worse, the
Seder – like the ‘High Holidays’ and a few other Jewish occasions – is where most American
Jews do Jewish together. Don’t let that valuable occasion lapse into monotony or
irrelevance. Follow the leads of all of the authors I’ve reviewed here (yes, even Prager) and
make some meaning this Passover.
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In three funerals, the real spirit of
Israel is exemplified

Opinion

By Michael Oren

 

During my years in public office, I attended many shivas for fallen soldiers of Israel. Each of
them was emotionally draining. One, though, left an especially profound impression.

Hadas Malka, a police officer, was stabbed to death outside Jerusalem’s Damascus Gate in
2017. She had refused to accept a safe desk job in the Israeli Defense Forces, insisting on
serving in the border police, better known by its Hebrew acronym, Magav.

Her father David, determined to preserve her legacy, established the Hadas Malka
Memorial Foundation to assist border police and other combat soldiers from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

David asked me to serve as its chair, and to accompany him on a visit to newly bereaved
families. During this visit, I experienced the real Israel that so few get to see up close.

The shiva for 19-year-old Shirel Aboukrat in Netanya, a coastal city home to thousands of
new immigrants from France, was our first stop. Originally from North Africa and highly
traditional, Shirel’s family was joined by many relatives who flew in for the funeral. French
and Hebrew mixed in hushed tones around the grieving parents as people lined up to
comfort them.

“We fled France to have security and here she died, in our country,” Shirel’s mother told
the press. “It does not make sense.”

From the mourners, we heard about the young woman who dreamed of someday marrying
and raising a family, but first wanted to defend her country. Like Hadas Malka, Shirel
rejected desk jobs and insisted on joining Magav. She was barely six months into her
service when she was killed in a terror attack.

Coincidentally, I had attended her graduation ceremony — the daughter of an immigrant 
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friend of mine was also graduating — and was astonished by the great diversity of her
class. Along with a large number of young people from the Ethiopian community were
Bedouin from the south, Druze from the north and a Muslim man, a father of three who, at
age 40, decided to join the police.

The parents, many in traditional garb, seemed to be deeply moved. Magav is a mirror of
Israel’s kaleidoscopic society. Men and women serve in equal capacities, as do both
religious and secular Jews, Christians, Muslims and Druze. The training is gruelling and
increased violence in the territories, combined with an increase in media interest, has only
increased Magav’s popularity. Rather than depleting its ranks, the dangers faced by Magav
have made it increasingly selective, with seven to eight new recruits competing for each
open space in the unit. Shirel Aboukrat was one of them who successfully gained a
position, as was her classmate, Yazan Falah, who was killed in the same attack.

They could not have come from a more different backgrounds. Yazan grew up in the
picturesque village of Kisra-Sumei in the Upper Galilee. Like many Druze families, his
boasted of many high-ranking IDF and police officials. As an only son, though, Yazan was
exempted from combat service. Yet he, too, insisted on serving in Magav.

In contrast to Jewish shivas during which the bereaved families sit, Druze mourners rise to
receive visitors and offer them bittersweet coffee and tea. Nevertheless, the memorials for
Shirel and Yazan were movingly similar. Both were attended by Israelis from around the
country, political and social leaders as well as average citizens who came to pay their
respects and express gratitude.

And the message they heard was identical as well. “We have one response to terror,”
Yazan’s uncle told me. “We love this country and will continue to defend it no matter what.
The terrorists are all about death,” he said, “But even after this, we cherish life.”

From Kisra-Sumei, David and I descended to Nof HaGalil, near Nazareth, and the home of
the Khoury family. First Sergeant Amir Khoury, 32, was killed in an attack in the ultra-
Orthodox city of B’nai Barak in which four civilians were also murdered. Speeding toward
the terrorist on his motorcycle, Amir shielded his partner’s body with his own and received
the wounds that soon proved fatal. “You are a true hero,” his fiance, Shani, cried at the
funeral.

All of Israel agreed, including the hundreds of Ultra-Orthodox Jews who came on rented
buses with banners declaring, “Amir Khoury Hero of Israel,” and participated in a Greek
Orthodox funeral replete with Christian symbols. Plans are already underway to name a 
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street after the slain officer in a downtown Haredi neighborhood.

In the mourning tent set up outside the Khoury home, under furling Israeli flags, we sat
with Arab and Jewish residents of Upper Nazareth, along with two Orthodox rabbis from
New York.

I listened to Amir’s father, Jeries, who himself had a distinguished police career, talk about
the values he instilled in his son — love of country, commitment to community. “He was at
pistol practice and not even supposed to be on duty that night,” he related to us. “Hearing
the report of the terrorist attack, he rushed to be the first on the scene.”

This was the Israel that David and I encountered during our day of condolence-calls. It was
the Israel that I’d witnessed at so many shivas in the past — a country not of hatreds and
conflict but of brotherhood, compassion and love.

Despite their religious and ethnic differences, the three bereaved families were united by a
commitment to their state and a devotion to its defense. Their loss was shared by all.

I only wish that such solidarity would be revealed not only in times of tragedy, and that the
world could see this Israel — the real one.
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Embracing Trump’s politics, David
Mamet has become the Kanye
West of American letters

Culture

By Jackson Arn

 

It took five weeks and two follow-up emails for the usually reliable Harper Collins publicity
department to mail me a copy of David Mamet’s new essay collection, “Recessional: The
Death of Free Speech and the Cost of a Free Lunch.”

At first, I thought this was an honest mistake, but now that I’ve read the book, I wonder if
someone had been instructed to deal with critics in slow motion. If so, it was a smart move.
Each day of delay means one extra day free from scathing reviews, one extra day for
Mamet fans to order their copies, unaware that the author of “Glengarry Glen Ross” has
gone full free-market, anti-mask MAGAhead — and, even more appallingly, thinks that “Our
F’ing Town” is the greatest American play.

Of course, it’s possible that this was all just an honest mistake. But David Mamet doesn’t
believe in honest mistakes, just conspiracies — so why shouldn’t I indulge in some harmless
conspiracy-theorizing myself?

Mamet’s conspiracy theories aren’t exactly harm¬ful (the only two kinds of people who’ll
finish this book are those who already agree with it and those who’ve been paid to review
it), but they’re often breathtakingly stupid. David Mamet believes mask mandates were
designed to train Americans to obey government tyranny. David Mamet believes college
graduates know they’ll never have to pay off their student loans, because the Democrats
will cancel them first. David Mamet believes he has been “blacklisted” for his conservative
political views and explains his blacklisting in the book he’s just published with Harper
Collins. He claims he’s “sworn off the news,” which might be a roundabout way of
admitting that “Fox News” is a misnomer.

People, even icons of Broadway and Hollywood, tend to drift rightward with age — if you’re
a conservative at 25, the saw goes, you have no heart, and if you’re not a conservative at 
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40, you have no brain. The political transformation of David Mamet, age 74, culminating in
“Recessional,” a book lacking both heart and brains, is something else.

Mamet was never a full-on leftie, but he thrived in a world where left-wing politics were
the air everybody breathed, and “American Buffalo,” his Broadway breakthrough, is a
scabrous portrait of small-time capitalism that even Trotsky might have clapped for. Thirty
years later, in the aftermath of the Great Recession, he defended CEO bonuses on the
grounds that “it’s none of our goddamned business.” Nowadays he thinks eating gluten-
free is a sign of “nascent totalitarianism” and thus very much his goddamned business.

Mamet didn’t drift to the Right, he sprinted. My theory is that the economist Milton
Friedman is at least partly to blame. No, really, hear me out. The University of Chicago
economics department’s accomplishments include 31 Nobel Prizes, the decline of the
postwar welfare state, and the deregulatory policies that led to the Great Recession.
Friedman, the most influential UChicago economist and a 1976 Nobel laureate, is probably
most famous for making the argument that businesses’ only moral responsibility is to
maximize profits — ergo, everything else they do — from CEO bonuses to wrecking the U.S.
economy to filthying the environment — is none of our goddamned business.

Whatever the technical merits of his ideas, they caught on with a neocon political
establishment happy to rationalize its own greed. Mamet, a Chicago boy himself, cites
Friedman quite a few times in “Recessional,” always to show that the free market is an
unalloyed good, self-interest is the highest virtue, and progressive taxes are the lowest
evil.

“I see life from a different perspective,” he said of his conservative turn, which makes
sense if by “different perspective” he means “different tax bracket” — it’s a whole lot
harder to paint scabrous portraits of capitalism when you’re a millionaire.

“What am I going to do,” he asked, “go on denouncing capitalism all my life?”

In “Recessional,” Mamet has moved on to denouncing the kinds of liberals who pay $300
to enjoy his plays. Liberals are destroying America, they have a sickly kink for victimhood,
they don’t believe in science. He has nothing but contempt for the herd instincts of the
American media elite, but there isn’t a single opinion in this book that crosses the
Fox/Breitbart party line.

Even a broken clock is right twice a day, though, and every dozen pages or so he’ll say
something blunt and insightful and pretty much true — e.g., the recent push to censure 
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professors for saying words that sound vaguely like the N-word is a manifestation of white
guilt. But then he’ll blow it all on something like, “An insistence on pansexuality has
replaced previous injunctions to chastity with an equal vehemence,” which could be the
silliest thing written about hookup culture since Tom Wolfe described Charlotte Simmons
losing her virginity.

“Recessional” has its share of pleasures, mostly unintentional but pleasures all the same.
For someone who thinks liberals are indifferent to facts, Mamet has an adorably flighty
relationship with the concept of evidence. He provides multiple footnoted sources,
including Thorstein Veblen and Mary McCarthy, for the claim that the university system is
bad, but zero for the claim that urban properties “will be found to have been purchased not
only by canny observers but by those who engineered the decline [of American society],”
which is both a massive tease and a very creative use of the future-perfect tense.

When crafting a hypothetical, Mamet defaults to the traditional “he” rather than the PC
“she,” but somebody at Harper Collins (maybe the same somebody who told the publicity
department to sandbag me) made him capitalize “Black” — imagining how that Zoom
meeting went is almost enough to justify the entire book’s existence. One more: Mamet is
shocked by the hypocrisy of Colin Kaepernick, who “loathes the country whose citizens
have made him rich and famous.” As my uncle likes to say, the thing that most bothers you
about other people is usually the thing that’s most wrong about you.

Mamet’s favorite trick is to psychoanalyze people he dislikes (lefties don’t want to grow up,
fans of “12 Years A Slave” secretly want to celebrate Black inferiority, etc.), so allow me to
do him the same favor. It’s painfully easy.

Mamet got famous by breaking taboos, stuffing his plays with curse words as a sausage
casing is stuffed with ground meat. That was decades ago. What was once taboo is now
tame as a golden retriever. Like his fellow Chicagoan Kanye West, he needed new rules to
break and, finding few, turned to Trump. In doing so, he made plain what his fans knew all
along: there was always something aspirational about his macho egomaniac characters;
“always be closing” was as much a manifesto as it was a satire.

I should add that “Recessional” shouldn’t be canceled or banned or dropped — that would
only encourage him to write a sequel, which somebody will definitely publish, and I for one
hope that Mamet has a few more good plays left in him. Unlikely, judging from this book,
but stranger things have happened. And what’s he going to do otherwise — go on
denouncing the Dems for the rest of his life?
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‘March Madness for Jews:’ Why the
Sarachek tournament is such a big
Orthodox deal

Culture

By Louis Keene

 

Basketball brought the New Jersey teen to the Yeshiva University gym, but he was neither
playing nor watching the game. It was the first day of Sarachek, the annual basketball
tournament for Orthodox high schools hosted by YU, and the risers were gradually filling
in.

Like hundreds of other students from across the country, Yaakov Gelfond had made the
trip to Washington Heights to support his school’s team; Torah Academy of Bergen County
(TABC), was playing later that afternoon. In the meantime, and trying to ignore some
intense cheerleading led by a rabbi a few rows in front of him, Gelfond was learning Torah.

Mainstream Orthodox Jews in the United States disagree on a lot of things — whether
women can teach Talmud, what blessing to make on blueberry pie, the appropriate length
for a sermon. But there is nothing that unifies them like basketball. That was true before
YU’s team became a national sensation; before high schools started hiring not just one
full-time coach, but multiple assistants; before the Jewish jocks got jerseys with their
names on the back and school-branded warmup gear, too. But today’s Orthodox high
schools don’t just have courts — many of them have million dollar gyms, and the sport has
become a pillar of an Orthodox education. Every March it’s on full display at Sarachek.

The tournament is a recruiting tool, a networking event and a reunion all rolled into one,
but above all it is a testament to the depth of Orthodoxy’s love affair with basketball. What
the 24 teams invited this year lacked in height and athleticism they compensated for not
with hustle — though there was certainly plenty of that — but with skill. These were highly
trained, fiercely competitive student-athletes whose teams practiced four times a week
leading up to the tournament. There’s no hiding it: winning Sarachek is a huge deal.

“It feels like March Madness for Jews,” said Ryan Turell, the graduating YU basketball star 
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and NBA draft prospect, whose loss in the Sarachek finals as a high school senior still
stings. “As a high school kid it’s awesome. You’re on top of the world — playing in front of
the whole Jewish people.”

As the single-elimination tournament progressed over the next few days — Sarachek runs
from Thursday to Monday, breaking for Shabbat — the intensity of the games picks up. The
crowds swells until the gym could no longer hold them. The risers sag under their weight.

Gelfond, the TABC student, thinks it’s all a bit much.

“People are so focused on the basketball part,” he said. “The Torah part doesn’t cross their
mind.”

A tournament of their own

It originated as a soft sell to prospective YU undergraduates: bring Jewish high schoolers
for a basketball tournament so they can see what the country’s flagship modern Orthodox
university is all about.

The man who came up with the idea in the late 1970s, former YU coach Johnny Halpert, still
comes to Sarachek — his son coaches this year’s top seed, SAR Academy. Halpert admitted
that the notion of recruiting high schoolers was just how he got the YU admissions
department to pay for rented gym space. The real impetus for the tournament, which is
named after Red Sarachek, the legendary YU coach who died in 2005, was simpler. “I
thought yeshiva kids should have their own tournament, like the other high schools do,”
Halpert, 77, said.

Building parallel to secular society is something like an organizing principle of modern
Orthodoxy, whose adherents engage contemporary culture but are limited by tradition
from fully assimilating into it. So: kosher Mexican restaurants, schools that teach Mishnah
in the morning and A.P. biology in the afternoon, and, of course, a college whose Division III
basketball team doesn’t play on Saturdays. These institutions enable Orthodox Jews to
enjoy the riches of American pluralism without compromising on identity.

In this sense, basketball may represent a final frontier of acculturation without
assimilation: it’s a driver and signifier of coolness in American culture, and broadly
speaking, Jewish teams don’t compete at an elite level. To be sure, no one would confuse
this tournament for an Adidas basketball camp. But if Sarachek is where the Orthodox
world lives out the fantasies of American sports, the participants have left little unrealized. 
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Kids lace up $180 Air Jordans, wear neon compression sleeves on their legs, activate their
muscles with Theraguns. They invent elaborate pre-game handshakes and mimic the self-
aggrandizing celebrations of NBA stars. Their girlfriends watch from the stands.

The self-seriousness of the tournament — the games are live-streamed in 4K by YU’s
peerless broadcasting crew — has helped make wins and losses the stuff of community
lore. Aryeh Ivry, one of this year’s standouts, grew up watching Sarachek and wanting to
play for Long Island’s DRS Yeshiva High School. He can name past Wildcat stars; having
become one, Ivry said, “I’m doing my dream.” When a tournament legend, now a YU
student, dropped in to watch his alma mater, kids in the stands whispered his name.

Even at a first round qualifying game at Sarachek, the tournament’s founder, who coached
YU for 42 years, can get worked up. Halpert tried not to second-guess his son’s strategy.
But in the third quarter he started chastising the SAR players from the risers: “Pass and
cut! Don’t hold the ball!” After one bad miss, he buried his head in his hands.

Eventually SAR captured the lead and won comfortably. Afterward, Halpert grinned, a little
embarrassed. “What happens is you get caught up in it as you keep watching,” he said.

More than a game

The action is on the court — but also in the crowd.

Abe Behar flew in from Houston with Robert M. Beren Academy — he’s the team’s sixth
man. When he wasn’t playing, he was the most colorful person in the stands: blue-tinted
ski goggles, black-and-gold Louis Vuitton sweater, and a fro that would make Jimi Hendrix
proud. Popping up at every big play, he looked like a diehard fan of every team.

An extrovert who goes to school with only 44 other students at Beren, Behar thrived off
the energy at Sarachek. He doesn’t consider himself Orthodox, and he never went to
Jewish summer camp. But his connection to the Orthodox community was galvanized
through basketball. On the court, he expresses his Jewishness in a way he typically doesn’t
in public by wearing a kippah — “especially coming from Texas, wearing a kippah is a huge
deal,” he said. And in the risers, he made friends with people from schools he didn’t even
know existed before the tournament.

“To see all these Jewish schools from all over the country come to one place, it’s something
that you just can’t take for granted,” Behar said. “Like, this is something that you’ll only be
able to experience going to this school. That’s it.”
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In Sarachek’s male-dominated environment — it’s a boys-only tournament and the gym is
on YU’s men’s campus — women make up about a quarter of the crowd. Some of the girls —
and plenty of the boys — roll their eyes at the way their schools glorify basketball. But the
high school girls who go to Sarachek say they’re having fun, too. They meet other frum
girls from around the country — more than one told me she’d met her seminary roommate
for the first time — and enjoy an unsupervised senior trip.

Plus, they know the boys — and the sport. One senior girl, Kayla Berkowitz, only needed six
words to explain basketball’s supremacy in the Orthodox world: “It’s the most interesting
to watch.”

As Behar took in a first round game, a player from Fuchs Mizrachi School, a Cleveland-area
yeshiva, picked up a loose ball at halfcourt and raced the other direction. The entire crowd
rose as Ephraim Blau — remember that name! — took two dribbles, took off on one foot and
dunked the ball with his right hand. The building descended into chaos.

Blau did a raise-the-roof gesture, then blew a kiss to the fans behind his team’s bench. “I
told you he could dunk!” Behar exclaimed.

If you build it …

Basketball wasn’t always popular with leaders of the Orthodox world. The European-born
rabbis of mid-century America viewed sports as a Hellenistic endeavor that would pull
Jews away from the spiritual realm. But their students grew up playing the game, and
eventually some of them became rosh yeshivas themselves.

Rabbi Ari Segal, the former head of Shalhevet High School, in Los Angeles, played at
Sarachek in the 1990s, and makes an annual pilgrimage to watch the games and catch up
with colleagues. Segal showed up to this year’s tournament wearing a half-zip with his
name and SHALHEVET BASKETBALL stitched on the chest. (He’s still the school’s chief
strategy officer.)

Segal is an admitted basketball fanatic who oversaw construction of Shalhevet’s new
building, in which a gym occupies most of the ground floor. But he maintains that the sport
is venerated there the same way any other extracurricular is — in that students who are
passionate about it are offered every tool to excel.

“There’s real pride in taking something really seriously,” he said. “And the lesson that the
kids see is that if you put your mind to something, you can do things you didn’t imagine. I 
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think that’s true not just in basketball. It just happens that basketball has turned into this
perfect storm.”

For Shalhevet — from which this writer graduated nearly 15 years ago, before Segal arrived
— building a winning basketball program also has been a bid for acceptance by other
Orthodox Jews. Hoping to change the narrative around his school, which has historically
attracted more liberal families, Segal launched a high school basketball tournament at
Shalhevet — like Sarachek, but with fewer schools and with a girls’ bracket.

The core of his tournament is still basketball, Segal said, “but the surrounding piece is,
come see that we’re a mainstream, normal school.” It was not unlike YU’s plan: “They’re
gonna walk our halls, walk around our building and get a vibe, and you’re like, ‘Oh, yeah,
it’s an Orthodox school.’”

‘Geshmak to be a yid!’

The risers were packed to the ceiling for the semifinal game between SAR and DRS, and
the air felt like the space between the crockpot lid and the cholent. Behind each team’s
bench were hundreds of rowdy teenagers in their school’s colors.

Simply by virtue of being Orthodox but not Haredi, the schools playing at Sarachek
represent a segment of the American Jewish population that amounts to about 3%
according to a 2020 Pew Research Center survey. By any standard of comparison, they are
incredibly similar to each other in makeup and in practice. And yet for all the ways the
game unifies them, there is nothing like basketball to draw out their differences.

SAR and DRS hail from Riverdale and Woodmere, respectively — both New York
strongholds of Orthodox life. But at Sarachek they might as well be different religions.
Unlike DRS, SAR is coed, with a more progressive religious outlook and a more liberal
student population. On one end of the court two or three hundred Christmas-tree-green-
clad DRS fans sang Yibaneh HaMikdash — build the third Temple. On the other end, SAR
kids howled the super secular “Seven Nation Army” guitar riff. (Later, the DRS faithful
started chanting “We keep Shab-bos!” at SAR for about five seconds before an apoplectic
DRS rabbi cut them off.)

School spirit connects with sports more than other extracurriculars, but why should
anyone care about having attended one Orthodox school over another?

Shalhevet’s Segal said pride in your school contributes to pride in what you’re learning 
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there — that is, Jewish belief and practice — which is mostly the same across these high
schools. “You see that you’re part of something bigger when you’re here,” he said. “You’re
like, ‘I’m part of this thing, modern Orthodoxy.’” What he’s saying wasn’t so different from
what Yaakov Gelfond said: When you’re focused on the basketball part, the Torah part
doesn’t cross your mind.

Led by a lefty guard who attacked the paint like a running back, SAR built a double-digit
lead in the fourth quarter, putting the Wildcats on the ropes. A DRS basket cut the deficit
to nine with five minutes to play and set off their fans, who started chanting their anthem.
It’s a song whose last line is about how “delicious” it is to be Jewish.

Someone once came over to me
And asked me what it’s like to be a yid
This is what I told him
This is what I told him
This is what I will tell him
It’s geshmak to be a yid
Geshmak to be a yid!

DRS scored 14 of the next 19 points to steal the game, their fans rushing the floor as the
final buzzer sounded. Then the pandemonium subsided, and the teams lined up to shake
hands.
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1980s conviction overturned due
to antisemitism; juror complained
of ‘rich, New York Jews’

News

By Arno Rosenfeld

 

When Barry Jacobson purchased a vacation home for his family in the Berkshires, there
was little reason to think he knew how much grief it would cause him. After pouring money
into repairs on the property, the well ran dry and left it without water. Then someone broke
in and stole more than $20,000 in items. But it was a small fire that scorched several
bedrooms in the winter of 1982 that would haunt him for nearly four decades. Prosecutors
in Berkshire County, a rural corner of western Massachusetts, charged Jacobson with
arson.

“All those rich, New York Jews come up here and think they can do anything and get away
with it,’” one juror told another during deliberations.

The local headlines also disparaged him, with the Berkshire Eagle offering breathless
coverage of the “N.Y. millionaire” who testified “that he is worth nearly $8 million,” and
referred to his real estate company as a “multi-million dollar cartel.”

Jacobson was ultimately convicted after police produced a vial of gasoline shortly before
the trial that they claimed had been collected during the investigation nearly a year earlier.
While he was incarcerated for less than six weeks, the criminal record trailed Jacobson, and
scared away potential business lenders.

Now, 39 years after the initial conviction, a judge has vacated Jacobson’s conviction and
the local prosecutor has dropped all charges related to the fire. The Anti-Defamation
League and Innocence Project plan to announce the news at a Tuesday press conference
with Berkshire County District Attorney Andrea Harrington.

The Innocence Project, which was founded at Yeshiva University, is perhaps best known
for using DNA evidence to overturn wrongful convictions. Barry Scheck, a co-founder, said 
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this was the first time the group had overturned a conviction because of antisemitism, and
that its investigation raised important issues concerning juror bias and arson, which often
involves faulty scientific evidence.

“It didn’t take very long for me to look at this case and realize this was a real miscarriage of
justice,” said Scheck.

While the antisemitic comments made by at least two of the jurors were brought to the
attention of Jacobson’s attorneys shortly after his conviction, they were dismissed as
irrelevant when he appealed the case. But Robert Trestan, the ADL’s New England director,
said it was impossible to separate those prejudices from the decision to convict Jacobson.
“The discussion amongst the jurors about his religion was tied into the facts of the case,”
said Trestan. “They connected that discussion, and the stereotypes associated with Jews,
to the allegations and the charges against him.”

’I can’t admit I did something I didn’t do’

The case was premised on the notion that Jacobson attempted to burn down the house to
collect insurance money, despite already being tremendously wealthy. The prosecutor,
Daniel A. Ford, told jurors that Jacobson was motivated by unadulterated greed.

“I don’t ask you to believe he burned down his house to pay the mortgage, or to put food
on the table,” Ford said. “Just because he has seven million doesn’t mean he doesn’t want
more.”

“You can’t believe how good this feels,” Ford said after Jacobson was convicted. The
prosecutor pushed for him to serve five years in state prison, though the judge ultimately
sentenced him to six months and he was released after 40 days. That relatively short term
outraged both state lawmakers and one of the jurors on the case, Deborah Mottershead,
who referred to Jacobson’s “scheming” in a letter to the Eagle. “The way I look at it, that old
cliche stands tall: Money talks!” Mottershead wrote.

Jacobson initially sought a pardon but Robert Cordy, his attorney, said his refusal to admit
guilt during four separate hearings between 1987 and 2002 stymied those efforts despite
dozens of letters of support and work on behalf of a long list of charities.

“You had to admit your guilt in order to get your pardon and Barry couldn’t do it,” said
Cordy, who began working on Jacobson’s case in the 1990s before serving on the
Massachusetts state supreme court from 2001 until 2016. “He said, ‘I didn’t do it. I can’t 
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admit I did something I didn’t do even though I need this pardon.’”

(Peter Clark, a contractor and Jacobson’s alleged accomplice, had his conviction overturned
on appeal in 1985.)

Cordy said that Jacobson, who declined an interview request, struggled professionally as a
result of the conviction with banks and other business partners balking at working with a
convicted arsonist. He said that Jacobson, 78, who still runs the Joseph P. Day Realty
Corporation, is still processing the news that his conviction has been overturned following
a judge’s order in January.

“I know he’s working very hard to bring himself back to normal and to get this all resolved
in his mind even though it’s been resolved legally,” Cordy said.

A second look at the evidence

While the ADL focused exclusively on the offensive comments from jurors, the Innocence
Project filed an affidavit with the court from John J. Lentini, an arson expert, who castigated
investigators for shoddy — if not suspect — work.

Police believed that the fire started in a bedroom closet and sent carpet samples to a
crime lab where they could be tested for traces of accelerants that might have been used
to start the fire. The lab didn’t find any evidence in the carpet samples. But nearly a year
later as the case was preparing for trial, one of the police officers delivered a vial of
gasoline to the lab and stated that he had squeezed it out of one of the carpet squares and
accidentally left it in a locker. The officer hadn’t described collecting the vial in his reports
from the time nor had it been logged into evidence.

“In my 47 years of practicing in the forensic sciences, I have seen many errors, but none so
egregious as this with respect to the mishandling of the evidence and the failure to
properly document the chain of custody,” Lentini wrote in the court filing.

Harrington, the Berkshire District Attorney, said her office agreed to support Jacobson’s
motion for a new trial, and then to dismiss the charges against him, primarily because of
the antisemitism among members of the jury.

“I just could not put my name on something that was defending the correctness of this
conviction,” said Harrington, who previously defended death row inmates in Florida.
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She said that prosecutors often defend past decisions and court cases by default but that
she was committed to independently reviewing cases brought to her office’s attention.
While Ford, the prosecutor, is still active in the legal community, Harrington said she
intentionally did not consult him or other attorneys who worked on the case at the time.

(Ford, who would go on to serve more than 30 years as an associate justice on the
Massachusetts Superior Court, has been the focus of controversy for another conviction he
secured in the 1980s in the case of Bernard Baran, a gay day care employee falsely
accused of sex abuse. The Forward was not able to reach Ford for comment Monday.)

Harrington grew up in Richmond, the town where Jacobson’s vacation house was located,
and said she was familiar with the types of antisemitic comments made by jurors in the
case.

“Here in Berkshire County there very much remains an issue with antisemitism,”
Harrington said, “just as much now as in the early 80s.”
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